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Atlantis EncyclopediaCareer Press, 2008

	A handbook of Atlantean information for general readers and specialists alike!


	This is an invaluable, one-of-a-kind reference. Unlike most other books on the subject, The Atlantis Encyclopedia offers fewer theories and more facts. Although it does not set out to prove the sunken capital actually existed, The Atlantis Encyclopedia...
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THE WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SERIAL KILLERS: Volume Four T-ZWildBlue Press, 2021

	The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is the most comprehensive set of its kind in the history of true crime publishing. Written and compiled by Susan Hall, the four-volume set has more than 1600 entries of male and female serial killers from around the world.
	
		Defined by the FBI as a person who murders 3 or...
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Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and NetworkingInformation Science Publishing, 2008
Multimedia technology and networking are changing at a remarkable rate. Despite the telecoms crash of 2001, innovation in networking applications, technologies, and services has continued unabated. The exponential growth of the Internet, the explosion of mobile communications, the rapid emergence of electronic commerce, the restructuring of...
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The Encyclopedia of Animated CartoonsCheckmark Books, 2008
In the beginning (this was the 1960s for me), Saturday mornings existed for the sole purpose of watching cartoons. Before my brother and I were allowed to turn on the TV the only rule was that our beds had to be made, our breakfast eaten (Quisp! cereal) and our teeth brushed. Of course, we were up at the crack of dawn so as to not miss a thing....
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Magill's Encyclopedia of Science: Animal LifeSalem Press, 2002
This four-volume set of encyclopaedias offers accessible information on the animal kingdom. Entries focus on non-humans from the animal kingdom, from insects to reptiles to mammals. Early humans are addressed in an evolutionary context, and modern humans are included only for interspecies comparison or for their efforts to coexist with other...
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The Encyclopedia Of International Organized Crime (Facts on File Crime Library)Facts on File, 2005
As a reporter, columnist, and author who has written extensively about organized crime for more than three decades, my primary beat has been what is referred to by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) as “traditional organized crime.” In official court documents, the FBI identifies the organization as La Cosa Nostra (LCN). Most...
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Desk Reference of Clinical Pharmacology, Second Edition (CRC Desk Reference Series)CRC Press, 2007

	Since the publication of the bestselling first edition of CRC Desk Reference of Clinical Pharmacology, dramatic discoveries in molecular medicine along with rapid technological advances have revolutionized the diagnosis and resulted in new medications to be used in the treatment of a broad range of human diseases. To stay abreast of...
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The Internet Encyclopedia, Volume 3John Wiley & Sons, 2003
The only comprehensive guide to every Internet topic-from ActiveX to XBRL
The definitive, three-volume Internet Encyclopedia covers every aspect of the Internet for professionals. This up-to-date compendium offers a broad perspective on the Internet as a business tool, an IT platform, and a medium for communications and commerce. It presents...
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Encyclopedia Gothica: A NovelEcw Press, 2011

	Encyclopedia Gothica is a guide through that shadowiest of subcultures: modern Goths. It collects and defines more than 600 words and phrases used by these children of the night so that you too can engage in conversations about deathhawks and rivetheads and who is more u¨bergoth: Bela Lugosi or Robert Smith. Compiled by acclaimed Goth...
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The MIT Encyclopedia of Communication DisordersMIT Press, 2003
A massive reference work on the scale of MITECS (The MIT Encyclopedia of Cognitive Sciences), The MIT Encyclopedia of Communication Disorders will become the standard reference in this field for both research and clinical use. It offers almost 200 detailed entries, covering the entire range of communication and speech disorders in...
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The Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits, Volume 6McGraw-Hill, 1996

	The enthusiastic reception of the first five volumes of The Encyclopedia of Elec-

	tronic Circuits prompted the authors to produce this volume—the sixth in the pop-

	ular series.





	Taken together, the six volumes contain approximately 6000 circuits—by far the

	largest and broadest collection of practical...
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LANs to WANs: The Complete Management GuideArtech House Publishers, 2003
This text addresses key network management challenges, showing professionals how to tie together incompatible LANs, meld legacy systems and LANs, extend the reach of LANs with wireless links, and protect information assets from various disaster scenarios.

Empowered by today’s high-performance computers interconnected over LANs and...
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